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0. Introduction
Let K/F be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G, A
an abelian variety defined over F, and let ∐ (A/F ),∐ (A/K) denote the Shafarevich-
Tate groups of A over F andK, respectively. In [Y], under the assumption that these
groups are finite, Yu computed the value ♯∐ (A/K)G/♯∐ (A/F ). In particular, when
∗ E-mail: derong@mail.cnu.edu.cn, derongqiu@gmail.com
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K is a quadratic extension of F, Yu derived a formula relating ∐∐ (A/F ),∐∐ (A/K)
and ∐∐ (Aχ/F ) as follows, where Aχ is the twist of A by the non-trivial character χ
of G.
Yu’s formula (see [Y], Main Theorem, p.212) Assume that the Shafarevich-
Tate groups are finite. Let A′ be the dual abelian variety of A. Then
♯∐∐(A/F ) · ♯∐∐(Aχ/F )
♯∐∐(A/K) =
♯Ĥ0(G,A′(K)) · ♯H1(G,A(K))∏
v∈MF ♯H
1(GvK , A(KvK ))
,
where vK is the fixed place of K lying above v for each v ∈MF .
A further question is to determine these quantities of the right-hand side of this
equality, which seems not too easy to practically calculate in general.
In this paper, for the case of elliptic curves, we refine the above Yu’s formula in
an elementary and simpler form. In fact, by studying some cohomology groups of
quadratic twists of elliptic curves, we can relate the order of H1(G,A(K)) with the
groups of rational points of A and its twist (see Theorem 1.5 in the following Section
1), then by applying Tate local duality (see [Ta1]), and the results of Kramer and
Tunnell on local norm cokernel (see Prop.1 ∼5 in [Kr] and Thm.7.6 in[KT]), we can
in some extent calculate the order of local cohomology groups H1(GvK , A(KvK )).
Our refined version of Yu’s formula in the case of elliptic curves is as follows
A refined version of Yu’s formula (see Theorem 2.1 in the following).
Assume that the Shafarevich-Tate groups ∐∐ (E/F ),∐∐ (ED/F ) and ∐∐ (E/K) are
finite. Then
♯ ∐∐(A/F ) · ♯∐∐(AD/F )
♯∐∐(A/K) = 2
rD,F−rF−δ(A,F,K) · (A(F ) : N(A(K)))2,
where the value δ(A, F,K) can often be explicitly calculated (see Theorem 2.1 in
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the following Section 2 for a precise meaning of δ(A, F,K)).
One of our motivation here is, Yu’s formula makes it possible to determine the
Shafarevich-Tate group of A over the quadratic extension K, when these groups of
A and its twist over F are known. One of the uses of our refined version of this
formula is that the values δ(A, F,K) can be usually directly calculated (e.g., see
Lemma 3.2 and the proof of Thm.4.1 in the following). As for applications, by
this refined version of Yu’s formula, and using some known results of Shafarevich-
Tate groups of several family of elliptic curves over Q, we obtain explicit orders of
their Shafarevich-Tate groups over some quadratic number fields, including a few
unconditional cases (see Theorems 3.3, 4.1 and Corollary 3.4 in the following).
1. Quadratic twists and cohomology groups
Let F,K be number fields withK = F (
√
D) a quadratic extension of F for some
D ∈ F ∗ \ F ∗2 . Let G = Gal(K/F ) =< σ > be its Galois group with a generator
σ. Let E : y2 = x3 + ax + b be an elliptic curve defined over F. Its quadratic
D−twist is given by ED : y2 = x3 + aD2x + bD3. By the Mordell-Weil Theorem
(see [Si1,Thm.6.7,p.239]), the group E(F ) of F−rational points of E is a finitely
generated abelian group, so are the groups ED(F ) and E(K). For simplicity, in the
following, we denote rF = rankE(F ), rD,F = rankED(F ) and rK = rankE(K). Let
∐∐(E/F ),∐∐(ED/F ) and ∐∐(E/K) be the Shafarevich-Tate groups of E over F, ED
over F and E over K respectively (see [Si1, p.332] for the definition).
Since E and ED are K−isomorphic as given by
φD : ED −→ E, (x, y) 7−→
(
x
(
√
D)2
,
y
(
√
D)3
)
,
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we have E(K) ∼= ED(K), ∐∐ (ED/K) ∼= ∐∐ (E/K) and rF + rD,F = rK (see [ABF,
p.5], [RS, Lemma 2.1]). Denote
RD(F ) = φD(ED(F )) =
{(
x
D
,
y
(
√
D)3
)
: (x, y) ∈ ED(F )
}
∪ {O} ⊂ E(K).
Obviously, RD(F ) is a subgroup of E(K), and RD(F ) ∼= ED(F ) as abstract groups.
Throughout this paper, for a set S, we denote its cardinal by ♯S. For arbitrary
abelian group A and positive integer m, we denote mA = {ma : a ∈ A} and
A[m] = {a ∈ A : ma = 0}. If A is a G−module, then one has the following Tate
cohomology groups : Ĥ
n
(G,A) = Hn(G,A) if n ≥ 1; Ĥ0(G,A) = AG/(1+σ)A. For
the basic facts of cohomology groups Hn(G,A) (0 ≤ n ∈ Z) and Tate cohomology
groups Ĥ
m
(G,A) (m ∈ Z) of G−module A, see [Se, Chapt.VIII]and [AW, §6].
Lemma 1.1. RD(F ) = {P ∈ E(K) : σ(P ) = −P}.
The two maps ϕ1 : E(K) −→ E(K), P 7−→ P + σP (∀P ∈ E(K)) and
ϕ2 : E(K) −→ E(K), P 7−→ P − σP (∀P ∈ E(K)) are endomorphisms of
abelian group E(K) with kernels kerϕ1 = RD(F ) and kerϕ2 = E(F ) respectively.
We denote N(E(K)) = imϕ1, the images of ϕ1; and TD(F ) = imϕ2, the images
of ϕ2. Obviously N(E(K)), TD(F ) and RD(F ) are finitely generated abelian groups
because they are subgroups of E(K). We have
2E(F ) ⊂ N(E(K)) ⊂ E(F ), 2RD(F ) ⊂ TD(F ) ⊂ RD(F ).
Moreover, by the former discussion and the exact sequences of abelian groups O →
RD(F ) → E(K) → N(E(K)) → O and O → E(F ) → E(K) → TD(F ) −→ O, we
have rankE(K) = rankRD(F ) + rankN(E(K)) = rankE(F ) + rankTD(F ),
rankTD(F ) = rankED(F ) = rankRD(F ), rankN(E(K)) = rankE(F ).
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In particular, the quotient groups E(F )/N(E(K)) and RD(F )/TD(F ) are finite
abelian groups.
Lemma 1.2.
(1) RD(F )[2] = RD(F ) ∩ E(F ) = E(F )[2].
(2) TD(F )[2] = TD(F ) ∩ E(F ) = TD(F )G ⊂ RD(F )G = E(F )[2].
(3) The inverse images of 2RD(F ), 2E(F ) under ϕ2, ϕ1 respectively are given by
ϕ−12 (2RD(F )) = E(F ) +RD(F ) = ϕ
−1
1 (2E(F )).
Lemma 1.3.
(E(K) : E(F ) +RD(F )) = (TD(F ) : 2RD(F )) = (N(E(K)) : 2E(F )).
The proofs of Lemmas 1.1∼1.3 are straightforward.
For the G−modules E(K), E(F ), RD(F ), TD(F ) and N(E(K)), we have the
following results about their corresponding cohomology groups:
Proposition 1.4. H1(G,E(K)) = RD(F )/TD(F ); H
1(G,E(F )) = E(F )[2];
H1(G,RD(F )) = RD(F )/2RD(F ); H
1(G, TD(F )) = TD(F )/2TD(F );
H1(G,N(E(K))) = N(E(K))[2].
Proof. Since G is cyclic, by the explicit formulae of cohomology of finite cyclic
groups (See [Se], pp.133, 128 for the details), we have
H1(G,E(K)) = kerϕ1/imϕ2 = RD(F )/TD(F );
H1(G,E(F )) = ker(ϕ1|E(F ))/im(ϕ2|E(F )) = E(F )[2];
H1(G,RD(F )) = ker(ϕ1|RD(F ))/im(ϕ2|RD(F )) = RD(F )/2RD(F );
H1(G, TD(F )) = ker(ϕ1|TD(F ))/im(ϕ2|TD(F )) = TD(F )/2TD(F );
H1(G,N(E(K))) = ker(ϕ1|N(E(K)))/im(ϕ2|N(E(K))) = N(E(K))[2]. 
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Theorem 1.5. The order of the group H1(G,E(K)) is
♯H1(G,E(K)) =
2rD,F · ♯E(F )[2]
(E(K) : E(F ) +RD(F ))
=
2rD,F · ♯E(F )[2]
(N(E(K)) : 2E(F ))
= 2rD,F−rF · (E(F ) : N(E(K))).
Proof. Let A = RD(F ), B = E(K) and C = N(E(K)), their corresponding
Herbrand quotients are
h(A) = h0(A)/h1(A), h(B) = h0(B)/h1(B), h(C) = h0(C)/h1(C),
where hm(·) is the order of Ĥm(G, ·) (m = 0, 1) (see [AW, p.109]). Since 2E(F ) ⊂
N(E(K)) ⊂ E(F ), rankED(F ) = rankRD(F ) and rankN(E(K)) = rankE(F ), by
Lemma 1.2 and Proposition 1.4, we have
h(RD(F )) =
♯(RD(F )
G/ϕ1(RD(F )))
♯H1(G,RD(F ))
=
♯E(F )[2]
♯(RD(F )/2RD(F ))
= 2−rD,F ,
h(E(K)) =
♯(E(K)G/ϕ1(E(K)))
♯H1(G,E(K))
=
♯(E(F )/N(E(K)))
♯H1(G,E(K))
=
2rF · ♯E(F )[2]
♯H1(G,E(K)) · (N(E(K)) : 2E(F )) ,
h(N(E(K))) =
♯(N(E(K))G/ϕ1(N(E(K))))
♯H1(G,N(E(K)))
=
♯(N(E(K))/2N(E(K)))
♯N(E(K))[2]
= 2rF .
Since O −→ RD(F ) −→ E(K) −→ϕ1 N(E(K)) −→ O is an exact sequence of
G−modules, by the theorem of Herbrand quotient (see [AW], Prop.10 on p.109), we
have h(E(K)) = h(RD(F )) · h(N(E(K))). Therefore by the above calculation and
Lemma 1.3, we get
♯H1(G,E(K)) =
2rD,F · ♯E(F )[2]
(N(E(K)) : 2E(F ))
=
2rD,F · ♯E(F )[2]
(E(K) : E(F ) +RD(F ))
= 2rD,F−rF · (E(F ) : N(E(K))). 
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Corollary 1.6. If rF = 0 and E(F )[2] = {O}, then E(K) = E(F ) + RD(F )
and ♯H1(G,E(K)) = 2rD,F = 2rK .
Proof. If rF = 0 and E(F )[2] = {O}, then by the Mordell-Weil theorem,
E(F )/2E(F ) ∼= (Z/2Z)rF ⊕ E(F )[2] = 0. So (N(E(K)) : 2E(F )) = 1 because
N(E(K))/2E(F ) ⊂ E(F )/2E(F ), and then the conclusions follow from Lemma 1.3
and Theorem 1.5. 
2. A refined version of Yu’s formula in the case of elliptic curves
For the quadratic extension K/F of number fields and the elliptic curve E (over
F ) as above, write MF (resp. MK) for a complete set of places on F (resp. K),
let S∞ be the set of infinite (i.e., Archimedean) places of F and S be the set of
finite places of F obtained by collecting together all places that ramify in K/F and
all places of bad reduction for E/F. Fix a place w ∈ MK lying above v for each
v ∈MF . Denote Gal(Kw/Fv) by Gw, where Fv and Kw are the completions of F at
v and K at w, respectively. For each real place v ∈ S∞, let σv : F → Fv = R be the
corresponding real embedding, so σv(a) ∈ R for any a ∈ F. For each finite place v of
F, we use v(·) to denote the normalized additive valuation of Fv, i.e., v(F ∗v ) = Z. Let
‖ a ‖Fv= (♯kv)−v(a) (a ∈ Fv) denote the absolute value on Fv (kv is the residue field
of Fv), so is the meaning of ‖ a ‖Kw on Kw. Let ∆v,∆D,v, and ∆w be the minimal
discriminants for E over Fv, ED over Fv and E over Kw (see [Si1, p.186]), let cv, cD,v
and cw be the Tamagawa numbers for E over Fv, ED over Fv and E over Kw (see
[Si1, p.451]), and let d(Kw/Fv) be the discriminant of Kw/Fv, determined up to
the square of a unit of Fv (see [KT, p.332]). We also let ( , )Fv denote the Hilbert
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norm-residue symbol, a bimultiplicative form ( , )Fv : F
∗
v × F ∗v → µ2 = {1,−1}
whose properties are described in [Se, Chapt.XIV]. For a vector space V over F2,
the finite field with 2−elements, we denote its dimension by dim2 V. Moreover, for
v ∈ MF \ S∞, we denote δv = log2(E(Fv) : N(E(Kw))). Then the Theorem 7.6 in
[KT, p.332] states (in an equivalent form) that
δv = log2
(
cvcD,v
cw
(‖ ∆v∆D,vd(Kw/Fv)−6 ‖Fv
‖ ∆w ‖Kw
)1/12)
.
Theorem 2.1 (A refined version of Yu’s formula). Assume that the
Shafarevich-Tate groups ∐∐ (E/F ),∐∐ (ED/F ) and ∐∐ (E/K) are finite. Then
♯∐∐(E/F ) · ♯ ∐∐(ED/F )
♯∐∐(E/K) = 2
rD,F−rF−δ(E,F,K) · (E(F ) : N(E(K)))2,
where δ(E, F,K) = δ∞+δf , with δ∞ = ♯{v ∈ S∞ : v is ramified inK and σv(∆(E)) >
0} (∆(E) is the discriminant of the elliptic curve E over F ), and δf =
∑
v∈S0 δv.
Here S0 = {v ∈ S : v is ramified or inertial in K}.
Proof. By Yu’s formula [Y]
♯∐∐(E/F ) · ♯∐∐(ED/F )
♯∐∐(E/K) =
♯Ĥ
0
(G,E(K)) · ♯H1(G,E(K))∏
v∈MF ♯H
1(Gw, E(Kw))
.
By definition, Ĥ
0
(G,E(K)) = E(K)G/(1 + σ)E(K) = E(F )/N(E(K)), so by the
above Theorem 1.5, we get
♯∐∐(E/F ) · ♯∐∐(ED/F )
♯∐∐(E/K) =
2rD,F−rF · (E(F ) : N(E(K)))2∏
v∈MF ♯H
1(Gw, E(Kw))
.
On the other hand, by the Corollary 4.4 in [Ma, p.204], we have H1(Gw, E(Kw)) = 0
for any v /∈ S ∪ S∞. Therefore
♯∐∐(E/F ) · ♯∐∐(ED/F )
♯∐∐(E/K) =
2rD,F−rF · (E(F ) : N(E(K)))2∏
v∈S∪S∞ ♯H
1(Gw, E(Kw))
. (2.1)
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By our assumption, the Shafarevich-Tate groups are finite; also (E(F ) : N(E(K))) <
∞ because rankE(F ) = rankN(E(K)), so by the above formula (2.1), H1(Gw, E(Kw))
is a finite set for each v ∈ S ∪ S∞.
Let v ∈ S∞, if v is unramified in K, then H1(Gw, E(Kw)) = 0 because Kw = Fv = R
or C. So we may assume that v is ramified in K, then Fv = R and Kw = C. By the
Theorem 2.4 of Chapter V in [Si2], we have
H1(Gw, E(Kw)) = H
1(Gal(C/R), E(C)) ∼=

0 if σv(∆(E)) < 0,
Z/2Z if σv(∆(E)) > 0.
Hence ∏
v∈S∞
♯H1(Gw, E(Kw)) = ♯ (Z/2Z)
δ∞ = 2δ∞ . (2.2)
Let v ∈ S, if v /∈ S0, then v splits completely in K, so Kw = Fv and then
H1(Gw, E(Kw)) = 0. For v ∈ S0, since H1(Gw, E(Kw)) is finite as mentioned above,
by Tate local duality [Ta1] (see also [Ma, Prop.4.2]), we have ♯H1(Gw, E(Kw)) =
(E(Fv) : N(E(Kw))). Hence by the Theorem 7.6 and the Remark in [KT, pp. 332,
333] (or by Prop.1 ∼ 5 in [Kr]), we get
∏
v∈S
♯H1(Gw, E(Kw)) =
∏
v∈S0
♯H1(Gw, E(Kw)) = 2
δf . (2.3)
Substitute (2.2) and (2.3) into (2.1), we get
♯∐∐(E/F ) · ♯ ∐∐(ED/F )
♯∐∐(E/K) = 2
rD,F−rF−δ(E,F,K) · (E(F ) : N(E(K)))2.
The proof is completed. 
Remark. By the results of Kramer on the local norm index in [Kr], one can
calculate δf (hence δ(E, F,K)) for most cases as follows:
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δf = δg + δm + δa, where δg, δm and δa are defined as follows:
δa =
∑
v∈Sa
δv;
δm = δsmr + δnsmr with δsmr =
1
2
∑
v∈Ssmr
(1 + (∆v, D)Fv) and
δnsmr =
1
2
∑
v∈S′nsmr
(
1 + (−1)v(∆v))+ ∑
v∈S′′nsmr
(
1
2
(1 + (∆v, D)Fv) · (−1)v(∆v) + 1
)
;
δg =
∑
v∈Sg
dim2 E˜v(kv)[2] +
∑
v∈Sgu
ε(v), where
ε(v) =

1
2
(
1− (−1)v(D)) · [Fv : Q2] if E has good supersingular reduction at v,
1
2
(3 + (∆v, D)Fv) if E has good ordinary reduction at v.
Here E˜v is the reduction of E at v, kv is the residue field of Fv,
S0 = {v ∈ S : v is ramified or inertial in K};
Sg = {v ∈ S0 : v ∤ 2 and E has good reduction at v};
Sgu = {v ∈ S0 : v | 2, E has good reduction at v and Fv is unramified over Q2};
Sar = {v ∈ S0 : E has additive reduction at v};
Sa = Sar ∪ {v ∈ S0 : v | 2, E has good reduction at v and Fv is ramified over Q2};
Ssmr = {v ∈ S0 : E has split multiplicative reduction at v};
Snsmr = {v ∈ S0 : E has non-split multiplicative reduction at v}
= S ′nsmr ⊔ S ′′nsmr (the disjoint union), where
S ′nsmr = {v ∈ Snsmr : v is inertial in K},
S ′′nsmr = {v ∈ Snsmr : v is ramified in K}.
Obviously, S0 = Sg ⊔ Sgu ⊔ Sa ⊔ Ssmr ⊔ Snsmr (the disjoint union).
A Note Added. The main aim of this paper is to explicitly work out the
orders of Shafarevich-Tate groups of some elliptic curves in quadratic number fields
by refining Yu’s formula. Nevertheless, as pointed out by the anonymous referee,
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the above methods can apply to more general cases. More precisely, as stated in the
referee’s comments, the above Theorem 1.5 holds verbatim for an abelian variety
over a number field F (or even a global field of characteristic different from 2), and,
except for Lemma 1.1, the entire discussion can take place in the context of a group
G of order 2 acting linearly on a finitely generated abelian group A. Then the refined
Yu’s formula for an abelian variety A/F is
♯∐∐(A/F ) · ♯∐∐(AD/F )
♯∐∐(A/K) =
2rD,F−rF · (A′(F ) : N(A′(K))) · (A(F ) : N(A(K)))∏
v(A(Fv) : N(A(Kw)))
,
where A′ is the dual abelian variety of A.
It would be interesting to find a similar formula of Kramer-Tunnell for higher-
dimensional abelian varieties to make these local norm cokernel quantities (i.e.
(A(Fv) : N(A(Kw)))) explicitly calculated.
3. Application I - congruent numbers elliptic curves
Let n ∈ Z \ {0, 1} be a square free integer and K = Q(√n) be a quadratic
number field. In this section, we consider elliptic curves E : y2 = x3 − x and
En : y
2 = x3 − n2x. All these curves have complex multiplication by Z[√−1], the
Gaussian integral ring. Let w ∈ MK be a place of K lying over 2, as in section 2
above, recall that the notations ∆w and cw represent the minimal discriminant and
the Tamagawa factor for E over Kw, respectively. Denote by ordw the normalized
additive valuation of Kw.
Lemma 3.1. We have
ordw(∆w) =
{
6 if n ≡ 1 (mod 4),
12 if n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4), and
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cw =
{
4 if n ≡ 2 or 7 (mod 8),
2 if n ≡ 1, 3, 5 or 6 (mod 8).
Proof. Up to isomorphisms, there are exactly seven quadratic extensions
of Q2, namely, Q2(
√−1),Q2(
√−2),Q2(
√
2),Q2(
√−3),Q2(
√
3),Q2(
√−6),Q2(
√
6)
(see [W, p.248]). Furthermore, one can easily verify that
Kw ∼= Q2 ⇐⇒ n ≡ 1 (mod 8); Kw ∼= Q2(
√−3)⇐⇒ n ≡ 5 (mod 8);
Kw ∼= Q2(
√−1)⇐⇒ n ≡ 7 (mod 8); Kw ∼= Q2(
√
3)⇐⇒ n ≡ 3 (mod 8);
Kw ∼= Q2(
√−2)⇐⇒ n ≡ 14 (mod 16); Kw ∼= Q2(
√
2)⇐⇒ n ≡ 2 (mod 16);
Kw ∼= Q2(
√−6)⇐⇒ n ≡ 10, 26 or 42 (mod 48);
Kw ∼= Q2(
√
6)⇐⇒ n ≡ 6, 22 or 38 (mod 48).
Next, by Tate’s algorithm (see [Ta2, pp.47∼52], [Si2, Chapt.IV§9]), we get
cw =
{
2 if Kw = Q2,Q2(
√−3),Q2(
√−2),Q2(
√
3) or Q2(
√
6),
4 if Kw = Q2(
√−1),Q2(
√
2) or Q2(
√−6), and
ordw(∆w) =
{
6 if n ≡ 1 (mod 4),
12 if n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4),
from which the conclusion follows, and the proof is completed. 
Lemma 3.2. We have
δ(E,Q, K) =

2ω0(n) if n > 0 and n ≡ 1 (mod 8),
1 + 2ω0(n) if n > 0 and n ≡ 5 or 7 (mod 8),
3 + 2ω0(n) if n > 0 and n ≡ 6 (mod 8),
2 + 2ω0(n) if n > 0 and n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 8),
1 + 2ω0(n) if n < 0 and n ≡ 1 (mod 8),
2 + 2ω0(n) if n < 0 and n ≡ 5 or 7 (mod 8),
3 + 2ω0(n) if n < 0 and n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 8),
4 + 2ω0(n) if n < 0 and n ≡ 6 (mod 8),
where ω0(n) is the number of odd prime divisors of n.
Proof. Since ∆(E) = 64 > 0, E has good reduction everywhere except at
2 with additive reduction. So, by definition, S = {2} ∪ {p : p is a prime and p |
12
n}, Sgu = Ssmr = Snsmr = ∅ and Sg = S \ {2}. So δm = 0, and δ∞ = 0 (resp., 1) if
n > 0 (resp., n < 0). Moreover, for each odd prime p, E has good reduction at p,
and it easy to see that E˜(Fp)[2] ∼= (Z/2Z)2 , so δg =
∑
p∈Sg dim2 E˜(Fp)[2] = 2ω0(n).
Hence by definition, δ(E,Q, K) = δ∞ + δg + δm + δa = 2ω0(n) + δ∞ + δa. We divide
our discussion into the following cases.
Case A. n ≡ 1 (mod 8). Then 2 splits completely in K, and then Sa = ∅, so δa = 0,
which implies δ(E,Q, K) = 2ω0(n) (resp., 2ω0(n) + 1 ) if n > 0 (resp., n < 0).
Case B. n ≡ 2, 3, 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8). Then 2 is ramified or inertial in K, so Sa = {2}.
Let w ∈ MK be the unique place in K lying above 2, then Kw = Q2(√n) is a
quadratic extension over Q2. By Thm.7.6 in [KT], we get
δa = δ2 = log2(E(Q2) : N(E(Kw))) = log2
(
c2cn,2
cw
(‖ ∆2∆n,vd−6w ‖Q2
‖ ∆w ‖Kw
)1/12)
.
(3.1)
Now we only need to compute all the values of c2, cn,2, cw,∆2,∆n,v,∆w and dw.
Firstly, by a method in ([KT], p.331)
dw = d(Kw/Q2) =
{
n if n ≡ 5 (mod 8),
4n if n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4).
Next, for the elliptic curves E and En over Q2, by Tate’s algorithm (see [Ta2,
pp.47∼52], [Si2, Chapt.IV§9]), one can easily obtain that v2(∆2) = 6, c2 = 2 and
v2(∆n,2) = 6 if n ≡ 3, 5 or 7 (mod 8); v2(∆n,2) = 12 if n ≡ 2 or 6 (mod 8);
cn,2 = 2 if n ≡ 3, 5 or 7 (mod 8); cn,2 = 4 if n ≡ 2 or 6 (mod 8).
Also by Lemma 3.1 above, we have
ordw(∆w) = 12 if n ≡ 2 or 3 (mod 4); ordw(∆w) = 6 if n ≡ 5 (mod 8);
cw = 2 if n ≡ 3, 5 or 6 (mod 8); cw = 4 if n ≡ 2 or 7 (mod 8).
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Now substitute all of them into (3.1), the conclusion for case B then follows, and
the proof is completed. 
It is well known that the L− function L(E/Q, s) = ∑ bmm−s of the elliptic
curve E = E1 : y
2 = x3 − x corresponds to a weight two cusp form g =∑ bmqm ∈
S2(Γ0(32)) (see [Kob, p.217]), and for the elliptic curve En : y
2 = x3 − n2x, by
Tunnell’s theorem (see [T, p.328] or [Kob, p.217]), there exist a form f =
∑
amq
m ∈
S3/2(Γ˜0(128)) and a form f
′ =
∑
a′mq
m ∈ S3/2(Γ˜0(128), χ2) such that their Shimura
lifts Shimura(f) = Shimura(f ′) = g and
L(En/Q, 1) =

ω
4
√
n
a2n if n is odd,
ω
2
√
n
(a′n/2)
2 if n is even.
where ω =
∫∞
1
dx√
x3−x = 2.6220575 is the least positive period of E/Q.
Theorem 3.3. Let n be a square free integer satisfying one of the following
conditions
(1) n > 0 and n ≡ 1, 2 or 3 (mod 8); (2) n < 0 and n ≡ 5, 6 or 7 (mod 8).
Then for the elliptic curves En : y
2 = x3 − n2x and E = E1 as above, if the full
BSD conjecture (see [Si1, p.452]) is true for En over Q with L(En/Q, 1) 6= 0, and
∐∐ (E/Q(√n)) is finite, we have
♯∐∐(E/Q(√n)) =

2−4 · a2n if n > 0 and n ≡ 1 (mod 8),
2−2 · a2n if n > 0 and n ≡ 3 (mod 8),
2−2 · (a′n/2)2 if n > 0 and n ≡ 2 (mod 8),
2−2 · a2−n if n < 0 and n ≡ 5 or 7 (mod 8),
(a′−n/2)
2 if n < 0 and n ≡ 6 (mod 8),
where a|n| and a′|n/2| are the Fourier coefficients of the above modular forms f and
f ′.
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Proof. We prove the case that n > 0 satisfying n ≡ 1 (mod 8), the other cases
can be similarly verified. For this case, by Lemma 3.2 above, δ(E,Q, K) = 2ω0(n).
By the assumption, L(En/Q, 1) 6= 0 and the full BSD conjecture is true for En over
Q, so rn,Q = 0, ∐∐ (En/Q) is finite and L(En/Q, 1)/ΩEn/Q = (BSD)∞,Q(En) with
ΩEn/Q = ω/
√
n, where
(BSD)∞,Q(En) = Reg∞,Q(En)×
♯∐∐(En/Q)
∏
v∈MQ cv√
d(Q)× ♯En(Q)2tors
.
We have Reg∞,Q(En) = 1 because rn,Q = 0; obviously, d(Q) = 1; also ♯En(Q)tors = 4
(see [Si1], pp.346, 347); moreover, c∞ = 2 because En is not connected over R, then
from [R2, p.235] we have
∏
v∈MQ
cv = c∞ ·
∏
p<∞
cp = 2× 22ω0(n)+1 = 22ω0(n)+2, hence
L(En/Q, 1) = ΩEn/Q × (BSD)∞,Q(En) = 22ω0(n)−2 ×
ω√
n
× ♯∐∐(En/Q). (3.2)
On the other hand, by Tunnell’s theorem (see [T, Thm.3, p.328] or [Kob, p.217]),
we have L(En/Q, 1) = ωa
2
n/(4
√
n) with the Fourier coefficient an of the modular
form f mentioned above. Therefore by (3.2), we get ♯ ∐∐(En/Q) = 2−2ω0(n) · a2n.
As mentioned before, ∐∐ (E/Q) = 0, and E(Q) = E(Q)[2] ∼= (Z/2Z)2 , so rK =
rn,Q + rQ = 0, and it is easy to know that E(K)tors = E(Q)[2], hence by definition,
we have (E(Q) : N(E(K))) = 4. By assumption, ∐∐ (E/Q(√n)) is finite, hence by
the above refined Yu’s formula, we get
♯∐∐(E/Q(√n)) = 2−rn,Q+rQ+δ(E,Q,K) · (E(Q) : N(E(K)))−2 · ♯∐∐(E/Q) · ♯∐∐(En/Q)
= 22ω0(n) · 4−2 · 2−2ω0(n) · a2n = 2−4a2n. In particular,
♯∐∐(E/Q(√n))
♯∐∐(En/Q) = 2
2ω0(n)−4.
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Therefore the conclusion of the Shafarevich-Tate groups ∐∐ (E/Q(√n)) is obtained,
and the proof of is completed. 
Remark. (1) Note that E and En are isomorphic over Q(
√
n), and En = E−n,
so in particular ♯ ∐∐(En/Q(
√±n)) = ♯ ∐∐(E/Q(√±n)), and one has all the same
results for En over Q(
√
n) as E in the above Theorem 3.3. Moreover, the Fourier
coefficients an and a
′
n (n > 0) can be determined by the number of solutions of some
concrete quadratic forms in three variables (see Tunnell’s theorem in [T,p.323 and
p.325] for the detail).
(2) The above proof of Theorem 3.3 also shows that the ratio
♯∐∐(E/Q(√n))/♯∐∐(En/Q) can be arbitrarily large. For example, for a square free
positive integer n satisfying the condition of the following Corollary 3.4.(3), then
♯ ∐∐(E/Q(√n))/♯∐∐(En/Q) = (2−2 · a2n)/(2−2ω0(n) · a2n) = 22ω0(n)−2, where ω0(n) is
the number of odd prime divisors of n.
Corollary 3.4. For the elliptic curves En : y
2 = x3 − n2x and E = E1 as
above, assume that ∐∐ (E/Q(√n)) is finite.
(1) If n = ±p, p is a prime number, and p ≡ 3 (mod 8), then
♯∐∐(E/Q(√p)) = ♯∐∐(E/Q(√−p)) = 1
4
a2p,
in particular, all such ap are even.
(2) Suppose n = ±p1 · · · pm ≡ 1 (mod 4), where p1, · · · , pm are distinct prime
numbers with pi 6≡ 5 (mod 8). If sk(n) = 1, then
♯∐∐(E/Q(√n)) =

2−4 · a2n if n > 0 and n ≡ 1 (mod 8),
2−2 · a2−n if n < 0 and n ≡ 5 (mod 8).
(3) Suppose n = p1 · · · pm, where p1, · · · , pm are distinct prime numbers with p1 ≡
16
3 (mod 8) and p2 ≡ · · · ≡ pm ≡ 1 (mod 8). If s2m−1(−n) = 1, then
♯∐∐(E/Q(√n)) = 2−2 · a2n, in particular, 2m ‖ an, i.e., v2(an) = m.
Here sk(n) and s2m−1(−n) are the F2−valued functions on n and its Gaussian prime
factors defined in [Z, p.387].
Proof. (1). By a theorem of Rubin (see [R1], P.26), the full BSD conjecture
is true for Ep : y
2 = x3 − p2x over Q and L(Ep/Q, 1) 6= 0, so the conclusion follows
directly from the above Theorem 3.3.
(2) and (3). By the Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 in [Z, p.387], the full BSD
conjecture is true for En : y
2 = x3 − n2x over Q and L(En/Q, 1) 6= 0 in these
cases, so the conclusion of the orders of the Shafarevich-Tate groups for E over
Q(
√
n) follows directly from the above Theorem 3.3. Now we come to compute the
2−adic valuation of an in case (3). In fact, by the Theorem 2 in [Z, p.387], we know
that, if s2m−1(−n) = 1, then L(En/Q, 1) 6= 0 and the 2−Selmer group S(2)(En/Q)
has order 4. So by a theorem of Coates-Wiles (see [CW, Thm.1, p.223]), one has
rn,Q = rankEn(Q) = 0, so En(Q)/2En(Q) ∼= En(Q)[2] ∼= (Z/2Z)2 . Then by the
exact sequence (see [Si1], chapt.X, Thm.4.2)
0→ En(Q)/2En(Q)→ S(2)(En/Q)→ ∐∐ (En/Q)[2]→ 0
we get ∐∐ (En/Q)[2] = 0, hence the 2−primary part ∐∐ (En/Q)[2∞] = 0, and so
♯∐∐(En/Q) is odd. But, from the fact that the full BSD conjecture for En over Q,
it is easy to know that ♯∐∐(En/Q) = 2−2ma2n (see the above proof of Theorem 3.3),
so v2(an) = m. The proof is completed. 
4. Application II - Elliptic curves related with Heegner points.
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In this section, let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q, NE be the conduc-
tor of E/Q, let K = Q(
√
D) be an imaginary quadratic field with fundamental
discriminant D satisfying the Heegner hypothesis, that is,
Heegner hypothesis. All prime numbers p dividing NE are split in K.
Then there exists a Heegner point PK ∈ E(K) (see [GZ], [Kol1∼3]). We have
the following results of Shafarevich-Tate groups and Heegner points:
Theorem 4.1. (1) Let E be an elliptic curve defined over Q, and K = Q(
√
D)
be an imaginary quadratic field satisfying the Heegner hypothesis. Let PK be a
Heegner point of E(K), if PK is of infinite order, then
♯∐∐(E/Q) · ♯∐∐(ED/Q)
♯∐∐(E/K) =

21−δ∞−δg · (E(Q) : N(E(K)))2 if L(E/Q, 1) 6= 0,
2−1−δ∞−δg · (E(Q) : N(E(K)))2 if L(E/Q, 1) = 0.
(2) For the elliptic curve E : y2 = x3 − x + 1
4
and the imaginary quadratic field
K = Q(
√
D) satisfying the Heegner hypothesis, if the Heegner point PK ∈ E(K) is
of infinite order, then
♯∐∐(E/K) = 2δg · ♯∐∐(ED/Q).
In particular, for each D ∈ {−7,−11,−47,−71,−83,−84,−127,−159,−164,−219,
− 231,−263,−271,−287,−292,−303,−308,−359,−371,−404,−443,−447,−471},
the group ∐∐ (E/K) is trivial.
Proof. (1) For the elliptic curve E/Q and the field K, by definition, S = {p :
p is a prime number and p | DNE}. By the Heegner hypothesis, NE is prime to D,
and S0 = {p : p is a prime number and p | D}, in particularly, E has good reduction
at each prime p ∈ S0, so Sg ∪ Sgu = S0, and then Sa = Ssmr = Snsmr = ∅. Hence by
definition, δ(E,Q, K) = δ∞+δg with δ∞ = 1 (resp., 0) if ∆(E) > 0 (resp. ∆(E) < 0).
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On the other hand, by the Heegner hypothesis, from the functional equation we have
L(E/K, 1) = 0. Since the Heegner point PK is of infinite order, by the formula of
Gross-Zagier (see [GZ, p.311]), the analytic rank ords=1L(E/K, s) = 1, which implies
ords=1L(E/Q, s) = 1 and L(ED/Q, 1) 6= 0; or
ords=1L(ED/Q, s) = 1 and L(E/Q, 1) 6= 0.
Then by the theorems of Kolyvagin and Gross-Zagier (see [Kol1∼3], [GZ]), we
know that rQ = ords=1L(E/Q, s) and rD,Q = ords=1L(ED/Q, s), moreover, all
the groups ∐∐ (E/K),∐∐ (E/Q) and ∐∐ (ED/Q) are finite. The conclusion then
follows from the above refined Yu’s formula. This proves (1).
(2) For the elliptic curve E : y2 = x3−x+ 1
4
, its discriminant ∆(E) = NE = 37 > 0,
and the equation y2 + y = x3 − x is a global minimal equation of E over Q. By a
theorem of Kolyvagin (see [Kol3, p.444]), we know that L(E/Q, 1) = 0, rQ = 1 and
∐∐ (E/Q) = 0, moreover, E(Q) = ZP0 with P0 = (0, 12). Now from the proof of (1),
we have δ∞ = 1 because ∆(E) > 0, then by the formula in (1), we get
♯∐∐(E/K) = 22+δg · (E(Q) : N(E(K)))−2 · ♯∐∐(ED/Q). (4.1)
Since E(Q)/2E(Q) ∼= Z/2Z× E(Q)[2] = Z/2Z because E(Q)[2] = 0, by definition,
(E(Q) : N(E(K))) | (E(Q) : 2E(Q)) = 2, hence N(E(K)) = E(Q) or 2E(Q).
But by the group law algorithm (see [Si1, p.53]), it is not difficult to verify that
P0 /∈ N(E(K)), which implies N(E(K)) = 2E(Q), so (E(Q) : N(E(K))) = 2.
Substituting it into (4.1), we get
♯∐∐(E/K) = 2δg · ♯∐∐(ED/Q). (4.2)
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This proves the first conclusion in (2).
Now we assume that D is one of the given 23 integers. Then by a theorem of
Kolyvagin (see [Kol2], p.477), ∐∐ (ED/Q) = 0. So we only need to compute δg. From
the discussion in (1), we know that Sg ∪Sgu = S0, moreover, it is easy to know that
Sgu = {2} if and only if D is even, otherwise, Sgu = ∅. Furthermore, it can be seen
easily that E has good supersingular reduction at 2. Hence by definition, we have
δg =
∑
p∈S0\{2}
dim2 E˜p(Fp)[2] + ε(2)
with ε(2) = 1
2
(1− (−1)v2(D)) (resp., 0) if D is even (resp., odd). Obviously, ε(2) = 0
for each of these 23 integers, and by calculation, it can be easily seen that E˜p(Fp)[2] =
{O} for each p ∈ S0 \ {2}, which implies δg = 0. Therefore, by (4.2), we get
♯ ∐∐(E/K) = ♯ ∐∐(ED/Q) = 1, that is, ∐∐ (E/K) is trivial. This proves (2), and
the proof of is completed. 
By the methods of this paper, one can obtain other similar examples as done
in Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 4.1 above.
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